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Constraints on the Solution Space

Global Problem Statement

Accurate
Tracking (position) of 

small scale mobile objects

Using Image Processing only
(ie vision device is only sensor)

Differentiated from current 
techniques (found so far)

Surface Focus



A survey of hardware 
techniques

� I: Relative Position Measurements (also called 
Dead-reckoning)
� Odometry
� Inertial Navigation

� II: Absolute Position Measurements (Reference-
based systems)
� Magnetic Compasses
� Active Beacons
� Global Positioning Systems
� Landmark Navigation
� Model Matching

Borenstein et al, 1997



Some old pictures 

Borenstein et al, 1997



Comparison Table

Borenstein et al, 1997



Survey of all Image Processing 
techniques
� Still looking for a good one
� Seems like a worth while exercise - any 

volunteers?
� Existing techniques found

� Some look at “off-board” object tracking in video 
(i.e. camera looking at scene and tracking objects 
in it)

� Robot vision techniques process video of 
surrounding environment.
� Beacons are found by segmentation, vertical edges, 

etc
� Form of model matching/mapping



Image Processing Background

� Motion from 2D images
� Block Match Algorithm



Motion from 2D images

� Motion vectors
� Motion field: 2D array of 2D vectors representing 

motion of 3D scene points. A vector in the motion 
field has one of the following two meanings:
� The tail represents the position of an imaged 3D point 

at time t and the head represents the position of the 
corresponding 3D point at time t + �t

� The vector represents an instantaneous velocity at 
time t

� Image flow is the motion field computed under 
the assumption that image intensity near 
corresponding points is relatively constant



Computing Motion Vectors

� Interest Points, eg
� Centroids of moving regions of segmented image
� Corner points found from an edge operator

� Interest Operator
� Thresholded intensity variance through a point P
� Using texture – variance in an entire n x n neighborhood

� To find motion vectors: Given interesting points {Pj } 
in I1 at time t, corresponding points must be 
identified in I2 at time t + �.



Computing Motion Vectors

For each interesing point (Tx,Ty) in I1 a rectangular region of 
Image I2 is searched for the best match to a small 
neighborhood of (Tx,Ty) . If the match is good, then it 
becomes the head (Hx,Hy) of a motion vector

Image I1 Image I2

(Tx,Ty) 
(Hx,Hy) 

Tail 
(Tx,Ty) Head 

(Hx,Hy) 
Motion Vector

(enlarged)

Interesting 
Point

Best matching 
neighborhood

Search 
Rectangle



Computing Motion Vectors

� Cross-Correlation
� Cross-Correlation of image F[x,y] and mask H[x,y] is 

defined as

where w and h represents the width and height of the mask

� The minimum value for G in the search rectangle 
discussed above gives the best match.

G[x,y] = F[x,y]     H[x,y]

= � � F[x+i,y+j]H[i,j]
i =-w/2  j =-h/2

w/2    h/2



Block Match Algorithm
� Each frame divided into fixed size macro blocks 

(MB)
� In MPEG and H.263 each MB is 16X16 pixels
� The search region (SR) is rectangular region larger 

than the macro blocks. 
� For a SR formed by displacing the MB by +- 15 

pixels, a full search (FSA) of the SR to find the best 
matching block gives (15x2+1)2 = 961 search points 
(SP).

� Matching per SP is done using the sum of absolute 
differences (SAD)

SAD[x,y] = � � | I1[x+i,y+j] – I2[i,j] |
i =-0  j = 0

M-1   N-1



Optimised BMA

� Using SAD, the amount of RISC-like computations 
per 16x16 MB for FSA (961 SPs) is:
( 2  x 1 5 + 1 ) 2 ( 2  x 1 6 2 -1) = 491071

� To reduce the computational effort, non-exhaustive 
search methods have been developed
� Three Step Search (TSS) (33 SPs)
� Modified Motion Estimation Algorithm (MMEA) (25 SPs)
� Independent Orthogonal Search Algorithm (IOSA) (17 SPs)



Fixed image plane distance 
(FIPD) motion tracking

� Coming back to the objective: Surface image 
motion tracking

� Fixing the distance from surface plane to 
image sensor plane makes it possible to 
transduce image motion vectors to physical 
distance travelled by the object that the 
sensor has been attached to.

� Related to dead reckoning techniques to 
track robot motion in the class of odometry



Experimental Solution
Application

Video  Capture Card

Microsoft DirectX: 
DirectShow

C++ Video Processing 
Component (unmanaged)

C# Windows Application 
(managed – ie .NET)

Fixed Distance D
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Surface Material

RF Receiver

RF Camera

Composite Video

DIB Stream

GDI Window Updates

LED for constant 
lighting



Software Architecture

Video Handling Module

Experimental Solution

CallbackInfo Object

Bitmap List

MS DirectShow

Callback
Method Device Independent

Bitmap Buffer, Bitmap Header

Frame
Windows

Unmanged to Managed Wrapper

Initialisation

Motion Vector WindowVideo Preview 
Window

Motion FieldBMA

Windows Events

Window Handles 
(HWND)



Application Output

Video
Preview

Best Motion 
Vector Window

User Input:
Geometry of 

MB

LED Flood 
light area

Frame 
Sequence



Results: F1 –> F2

dX = -2
dY = 0



Results: F2 –> F3

dX = -4
dY = 0



Results: F3 –> F4

dX = -4
dY = 0



Results: F4 –> F5

dX = -2
dY = 0



Results: F5 –> F6

dX = -3
dY = 0



Conclusion

� Coarse tracking of motion working
� Highly optimised BMA not as critical as for 

image compression, VLSI chips
� Increase in accuracy

� Theoretical basis of accuracy can be derived 
from geometry.
� Function of resolution of imaging device and D 

(distance from object plane)



Further work
� Completing the survey of techniques
� Further displacement accuracy analysis (theoretical basis)
� Combination of segmented image regions and motion analysis 

and beacon recognition
� This will enable the unbounded error drift attributable to dead 

reckoning to be reduced by resets at previously discovered 
surface beacons

� Study of different surface image characteristics and its influence 
on the design of techniques.

� Map discovery (using surface beacons)
� Comparison of the surface based technique with current 

panoramic image analysis of eg vertical edges.


